
On March 16th, 2003,  the «AMERICAN CAN COMPANY» a multi-field  artistic 
event took place in Montreal, Canada. It was organised by «les espaces émergents» 
and the «DIA».

For this event, we presented a marketing project, entitled : «COFFIN TB ». It was 
a prototype: a stand we made  (please find in the enclosed document).

Our concept is: 

«Throughout our lives we are constantly accosted by brands , fixing 
their images on all types of supports, modifying  our way of existing and 
looking at the world. It seems only natural now that theses images will 
continue to follow us until our graves.»

We propose our services in order to sponsor funerals according to the wishes 
of the applicants. On the one hand, the deceesed and his/her family are provided 
with an advantage by reducing their costs and by acquiring a product correspond-
ing to their identities, on the other hand, the brands find a new support,  profiting 
from an original and innovative advertising medium, required through the choice 
of the customer. 

An archetypal example of the services we are offering can be found in a re-
cent request made by a Mr. Tricha Byroam. He emitted the following wish: 

Coffin in the shape of «Pepsi vending machine». Flowers with the pepsi colors.

We would very much appreciate it if you could send this mail to the appropriate 
person in the hope of answering our request (please find enclosed the application 
form), this would help us to optimize the request for handling. 

MEHRLICHT would like to thank you for your participation  and we hope to 
hear from you soon in order to formulate the neccessary details.

We look forward hearing from you soon.

Yours faithfully,

Dear Sir, dear Madam

F U N E R A L   E V E N T S

Corresponding :
BOUTONNIER Thierry

Réferences :
www.mehrlicht.fr
tb6380@mehrlicht.fr

Thierry BOUTONNIER



BYROAM TRICHA

March 6th , 1973 - March 15 th, 2003

By   MEHRLICHT



Globalization:

A threat, an Opportunity
It’s true my dedicated readers:

On many occasions and in many realms, we have heard
talk about Globalization.However we should ask, how
does it affect us? How does this phenomen benefit us?

We need to remember the example of the dinosaurs in
which these powerful animals became extinct because
they didn’t evolve at the same pace as the world did.

This is the threat.

Globalization affects thos companies and funeral
homes that have not updated and continue to

manage their business in a traditional manner. These are the
businesses that will be left out of the marketplace.

Globalization offers an opportunity for aggressive
companies to develop their businesses and grow. Thus
we should attack markets with innovative strategies in-

cluding franchiess, concessions, and alliances among other things.

It is important to recognize and understand the different
strategies and how to implement them. With this in

mind, it’s necessary to maintain depth on this and other
topics that we will keep discussing in our magazine.

Until next time,

Pablo Cevallos S.

Revista Celestial.














